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Abstract 

 

The framework of this study is to analyze methods of reducing noise levels in automobile engine. Noise reduction is one 

of the highest prior targets for IC engine development because of the more and stricter engine noise limits. After 

burning the fuel the many poisonous exhaust gas such as carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide are generated, such types of 

harmful exhaust gases are generate noise and air pollution. In this framework the noise measurement of Internal 

Combustion engine is described by different method like as acoustic intensity and lead covering technique portrayed. 

Muffler or silencer is a device which is used for reducing the amount of noise emitted by the exhaust of an internal 

combustion engine. It is an acoustic soundproofing device designed to reduce the noise of the sound pressure created by 

the engine [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

A noise is usually harmful and causes serious health hazards, with the need of our modern society for various machines 

for human, comfort, fast travel and appliance for routine job in home and office has led to increase in the level of noise 

pollution almost. The harmful effect of high noise level can cause hearing losses. The muffler is an acoustic sound 

profile design to reduce the loudness or highly intensive sound of the sound pressure created by the engine. The exhaust 

noise is usually obtained by passive muffler. Traditional muffler noise reduction in engine with transmission losses due 

to exhaust dust. A great pressure drop between the inlet and outlet section of the exhaust pipe rise up. Thus engine 

efficiency decreases [3], [4].  Lead covering technique is also called partial exposure technique and is a traditional noise 

source identification technique for engines. It is still the most reliable, although it is rather costly and time consuming. 

This is simply covering the whole engine or all of the components with an acoustic high transmission loss material 

(usually lead). It is mounted on fiberglass wool for insulation and to prevent reverberant buildup to give considerable 

noise reduction. A component is then uncovered and the noise increase is noted. The process is repeated for each 

component in order to achieve the noise object. A modern exhaust muffler is normally manufactured by a combination 

of an expansion chamber, perforated pipes and perforated boards. This noise resistance as the combustion gases flow 

through the pipe holes and boards but the combustion gasses cause exhausts resistance as a side effect. The two most 

important design objects for a muffler are to obtain noise reduction greater than the required lower value and also back 
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pressure lower than the maximum permissible value [5], [6]. 

 

 

Result and Conclusion 

In this enormous study effect of variation in build-up parameters on noise reduction in automobile engine silencers has 

been investigated. The noise is control to the extent possible by properly designing machines and appliances by suitably 

locating machines. Mainly mufflers are generally used to increase the engine efficiency and reduction in noise pollution 

and all types of exhaust emission. Flow linearization through design can considerably reduce noise level generation in 

automobile silencers and subsequently, improve the performance of the silencer. Silencer parameters such as inlet-pipe 

size, orifice size, resonating chamber length affects the silencer performance. By using mufflers we can save the power 

and reduce the knock in the IC engine.  
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